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Musical and Dramatic 
Structure in the 

Opera Buffa Finale* 

JOHN PLATOFF 

he study of the opera buffa of the late 

eighteenth century has for many years been virtually synonymous with 
the study of Mozart's mature operas. Scholars have recently shown an 
increased interest in the operas of Haydn, but operatic works by the 

leading contemporaries of these two great figures remain almost 

completely unknown.l It is thus not surprising that what is believed to 191 
be true about the finale in opera buffa applies quite well to Mozart's 
finales, but far less well to those of Paisiello, Salieri, Martin y Soler, and 
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* A shorter version of this paper was presented at the annual meeting of the 
American Musicological Society, Louisville, Kentucky, in October 1983. I am 
grateful to Leonard B. Meyer, Ruth Montgomery, Gary Tomlinson, and Piero 
Weiss for many useful suggestions. 

Studies of Mozart's Viennese operatic contemporaries have been very limited in 
number. Those that deal in some detail with musical matters (as opposed to biographical 
or bibliographical issues) include Hermann Abert, W. A. Mozart: neubearbeitete und er- 
weiterteAusgabe von OttoJahns Mozart, 8th ed., 2 vols. (Leipzig, 1973-75), in particular the 
chapter on "Opera Buffa," I, 332-82; idem, "Paisiellos Buffokunst und ihre Be- 
ziehungen zu Mozart," Archivfiir Musikwissenschaft I (1918-19), 402-21, repr. in Abert, 
Gesammelte Schriften und Vortriige, ed. Friedrich Blume (Halle, 1929), pp. 365-96; Judith 
Ann Anderson, "The Viennese Operas of Stephen Storace" (Ph.D. diss., Catholic Uni- 
versity, 1972); Rudolph Angermiiller, Antonio Salieri: sein Leben und seine weltlichen Werke 
unter besonderer Berucksichtigung seiner 'grossen' Opern, 3 vols. (Munich, 1971); Francesco 
Blanchetti, "Tipologia musicale dei concertati nell'opera buffa di Giovanni Paisiello," 
Rivzsta italiana di musicologia XIX (1984), 234-60; Alfred Einstein, "A 'King Theodore' 
Opera," in Einstein, Essays in Music (New York, 1956), pp. 191-96; Alberto Ghislanzoni, 
Giovanni Paisiello: Valutazioni critiche rettificate (Rome, 1969); Lothar Riedinger, "Karl von 
Dittersdorf als Opernkomponist," Studien zur Musikwissenschaft II (1914), 212-349; and 
Edith Hays Walton-Myers, "Antonio Salieri's La Cifra: The Creation of a Late Eighteenth 
Century Opera" (Ph.D. diss., Northwestern University, 1977). 
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the other composers writing Italian comic opera in Vienna in the 

1780s.2 
This essay, based on an examination of the finales of Mozart's oper- 

atic contemporaries in Vienna, will attempt to characterize the buffo 
finale more accurately than has until now been possible and correct cer- 
tain misconceptions about the principles on which it is built. At the 
same time such an investigation reveals the limitations of basing an un- 

derstanding of Viennese opera on the works of Mozart alone. And it 
illustrates the possibilities of an essentially new approach to this reper- 
tory: the critical evaluation of Mozart's operas, for the first time, within 
the stylistic context provided by a detailed knowledge of the operatic 
works of his contemporaries. 

The most fundamental misconception about the 
buffo finale concerns the nature and degree of its formal organization. 
It is widely thought that the number and arrangement of the move- 
ments in a finale create a unified, high-level structure in the piece as a 
whole. A further claim is that each of the movements or sections exhibits 

192 192 a clear formal and tonal design.3 But neither of these views is accurate, if 
we consider the finales of all the opere buffe written for Vienna in the 
1780s. While finales invariably display overall tonal closure-they start 
and end in the same key-they do not generally give evidence of more 
detailed structural planning in either the thematic or tonal relationships 
among the movements.4 (Oft-studied examples such as the finale to Act 
II of Figaro must be counted as exceptions in this respect.) As for the 
individual movements of Viennese buffo finales, they cannot be under- 

2 Because of Joseph II's "deutsche Singspiel" project, which had begun in 1778 and 
continued for several years, an Italian opera company was re-established at the 
Burgtheater only in April 1783. From that time until January 1790, when Cosifan tutte 
was first performed, there were approximately 75 opere buffe performed in Vienna. 
Most of these, however, were originally written for and performed in other cities, chiefly 
in Italy. Only 20 works were original opere buffe premiered in Vienna. For a list of these, 
see the Appendix. 

3 These views may be found in three studies of Mozart's operatic finales: Alfred 0. 
Lorenz, "Das Finale in Mozarts Meisteropern," Die Musik XIX (1926-27), 621-32; Hans 
Engel, "Die Finali der Mozartschen Opern," Mozart-Jahrbuch 1954, pp. 113-34; and 
Denton Rossell, "The Formal Construction of Mozart's Operatic Ensembles and Finales" 
(Ph.D. diss., George Peabody College for Teachers, 1955). They also occur in more gen- 
eral discussions of the finale, such as Anna Amalie Abert, "Italian Opera," The New Oxford 
History of Music, vol. 7, The Age of Enlightenment: 1745-1790, ed. Egon Wellesz and Fre- 
derick Sternfeld (London, 1973), p. 56. 

4 Tonal relationships are not, of course, completely ignored. But composers focused 
their attention on the tonal juxtapositions between successive movements of a finale, 
rather than on more high-level planning. For a more detailed discussion, see John Pla- 
toff, "Music and Drama in the opera buffa Finale: Mozart and his Contemporaries in Vi- 
enna, 1781-1790" (Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1984), pp. 402-23. 
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stood in terms of the sort of high-level formal schemes associated with 
instrumental movements-on the contrary, they are routinely through- 
composed, and occasionally even begin and end in different keys.5 Stud- 
ies of the operatic finales of Mozart have sought out sonata- or rondo- 
like structures in various sections (at times perhaps more eagerly than is 

justified by the music).6 The movements of finales by his contempo- 
raries, though, show much less interest in such highly organized struc- 
tures. The type of movement in which tonal and thematic planning are 

closely linked to create a clear high-level organization is virtually never 
found in buffo finales, outside of a few examples in Mozart's operas. 

If an analytic approach based on abstract formal principles does not 
succeed in clarifying the structure of the buffo finale, an approach de- 
rived from an understanding of the libretto and its organization is much 
more revealing. This avenue has been relatively little explored, proba- 
bly because of the widespread, if implicit, belief that the events of the 
drama are only loosely tied to the finale, rather than being the crucial 
factor that dictates its organization. In the words of Michael F. Robin- 
son, the buffo finale was 

built up of a chain of musical sections, each possessing its individual 193 
style, its own speed and its own time signature. The evolving drama 
contributed to its over-all coherence.... Precisely where the mo- 
ments of change from one section to the next came, and how many 
sections there were, depended on the composer.7 

In fact, the dramatic and poetic organization of the libretto plays a 
far greater role in structuring a finale than has been recognized. The 

composer's choices as to the number of sections in a finale and the points 
of articulation between them were largely guided by cues in the libretto, 

5 Approximately three-quarters of the individual sections in the buffo finales written 
for Vienna in the 1780s close in the same key in which they began, usually after one or 
more modulations to fifth-related keys. Nearly all the others close in a key a fifth higher 
or lower than the original tonic. Tonal motion within sections tends to be unobtrusive, 
without any highlighting of points of arrival. In cases where the original key returns, it is 
rarely articulated in any conspicuous fashion, as is the case in most Classic instrumental 
movements. 

6 For example, Siegmund Levarie, Mozart's Le Nozze di Figaro: A CriticalAnalysis (Chi- 
cago, 1952), characterizes the opening duet of the finale to Act II of Figaro as a sonata 
form without development (p. 109), despite the absence of any recapitulation of the main 
thematic material. Engel, "Die Finali," disagrees, calling it a sonata form with a short de- 
velopment whose recapitulation is made by the second theme (p. 126). Abert, W. A. Mo- 
zart, had more loosely characterized it as "freely bipartite" ("vollstandig frei zweiteilig," 
II, 270). This duet and the opening section of the fourth act finale of Figaro (mm. 1-50) 
have been particular favorites for formal analysis, by Levarie, Abert, WyeJamison Allan- 
brook (in Rhythmic Gesture in Mozart: Le nozze di Figaro and Don Giovanni [Chicago, 
1983]), and others. 

7 Michael F. Robinson, Naples and Neapolitan Opera (Oxford, 1972), p. 236. 
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cues of a conventional nature that appear in one opera buffa after an- 
other. To understand more accurately how a finale is organized we must 
examine the structure of the text. 

Let us begin with two familiar observations about the 
buffo finale. It has long been known that, while finales depict dramatic 
action, they also present passages of emotional expression-moments in 
which characters react to plot developments, or simply express their 

feelings. The presence of both active and expressive passages is in fact a 
hallmark of the finale.8 

The second observation may seem equally commonplace. It is that 
scenes within finales are consistently constructed so as to begin with a 

dialogue-a succession of solo speeches for the various characters-and 
conclude with a tutti passage, in which all the characters join. Hans 

Engel calls this means of organization the "duet principle," and points to 
numerous examples in Mozart's finales.9 

But if these two features of the buffo finale-the distinction be- 
tween action and expression, and the tendency of sections to begin with 

dialogue and conclude with ensemble singing-are widely understood, 
the connection between them has largely escaped notice. And it is pre- 
cisely this connection that provides the key to the organization of the 
finale, an organization that the librettist created and upon which the 

composer depended.10 
Simply put, most scenes in a finale comprise two parts: the first, ac- 

tive portion is written in dialogue, while the concluding portion, an ex- 

pressive response to the preceding action, is written as a tutti." The text 
of the finale as a whole consists of a succession of "cycles" of action and 

8 See for example Edward Dent, Mozart's Operas, 2nd ed. (London, 1947), pp. 72-73. 
Both Rossell, "The Formal Construction," p. 11, and Blanchetti, "Tipologia," p. 256, 
have also pointed out the interruption of the dramatic action of finales by passages of 
expressive comment. 

In the case of Rossini, according to Philip Gossett, finales consist of "kinetic" sections, in 
which "action takes place ... or emotional positions are developed," and "static" ones, in 
which "emotions or situations are contemplated." But the separation between the two 
types, in which successive musical movements are alternately kinetic or static, is much 
more rigid than in the earlier Viennese finale. See "The 'Candeur virginale' of 'Tan- 
credi'," Musical Times CXV (1971), 327. 

9 Engel, "Die Finali," pp. 1 15ff. See also Rossell, "The Formal Construction," p. 21, 
and Blanchetti, "Tipologia," p. 256. 

10 In many cases, of course, composers must have worked with their librettists in the 
organization of an operatic text. Mozart's large role in the working-out of the librettos to 
Idomeneo and DieEnfiihrung, for example, is amply illustrated in his correspondence with 
his father. 

" Here and in what follows, I will use the word "scene" to mean "dramatic situation." 
This is somewhat narrower than the usage found in librettos of the period, which mark 
changes of scene only when a character enters or leaves. 
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expression, in each of which the active dialogue is followed by, and con- 
cluded by, an expressive tutti.12 Points of articulation in the libretto oc- 
cur after the end of each expressive passage, setting it off from the next 
active passage. 

Such points of articulation are often marked by changes of poetic 
meter, as is well known. But librettists used other devices as well, includ- 

ing changes in the location of the action, the entrances or exits of charac- 
ters, or simply a sudden shift in the direction of the plot. Whatever the 
method, the articulations occur after expressive tuttis, creating a series 
of closed units that begin with action and conclude with expression. 

These cycles are the building-blocks of the buffo finale. Composers 
relied on them as a basis for the division of the finale into discrete musi- 
cal sections. Most often, each cycle in the libretto was set as a single move- 
ment, although occasionally the active passage might be spread over two 
movements. Only rarely was an expressive passage detached from its 

preceding active passage-and this separation was reserved for particu- 
lar highpoints when the composer wanted to slow the dramatic pace, a 

subject to which I will return later. 
These principles may be seen in Table i, which summarizes the 

finale to Act I of II burbero di buon cuore by Martin y Soler and Da Ponte. 195 
As indicated by the vertical brackets in the "Text" column, the libretto of 
the finale contains eight action-expression cycles. Five of these cycles are 
set within single musical sections, so that the end of the expressive tutti 
coincides with the end of the section. In two other cases (sections 1-2 

and 8-9) an action begun in one section continues and concludes in the 
next, for reasons having to do with the specific details of the drama.'3 
(Sections 5 and 11, consisting only of expression, and the unusual split- 
ting of a cycle between action and expression in sections 9 and l o will be 
considered below.) As Table 1 shows, the end of each cycle in the finale is 
articulated by a change in poetic meter, the entrance or exit of one or 
more characters, or both.'4 

12 See, for example, three successive scenes in the finale to Act I of Mozart and Da 
Ponte's Cosifan tutte (mm. 62-136, 137-218, and 219-291 respectively), each of which 
comprises an active dialogue and an expressive tutti. 

'3 In section i Ferramondo asks Dorval to marry Angelica, Ferramondo's niece. The 
livelier Allegro non troppo of section 2 begins as Dorval completes the action by agreeing 
to the marriage, and the expressive tutti (here a duet) follows immediately. In sections 8 
and 9, the change to Presto coincides with a deflection in the action: Ferramondo enters 
his room in conversation with Dorval and is shocked and angry to find Valerio hiding 
there. His explosion of surprise and rage occurs in the new tempo, followed by a tutti 
expressing his anger and everyone else's terror. 

14 The Act II finale of Figaro is organized quite similarly (for a table see Platoff, "Music 
and Drama," p. 68). Of its eight musical sections, six set a single cycle; the two exceptions 
are cases in which, as in II burbero, action beginning in one section is continued and con- 
cluded in the next. 
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TABLE 1 
Martin y Soler and Da Ponte: II burbero di buon cuore, Finale to Act I 

Musical 
section 

Measure 
numbers 

1 1- 40 

2 41- 93 

3 94-196 

4 197-251 

5 252-291 

6 292-314 

7 315-371 

8 372-414 

9 415-492 

Key Meter Tempo 

C 4/4 Andante sostenuto 

C 4/4 Allegro non troppo 
F 

F 3/8 Andantino 
sostenuto; 
Allegretto 

Bb 6/8 Allegretto 

El, 4/4 Largo 

Eb 4/4 Piu moto 

G 2/2 Allegro assai 

G 3/8 Andante con moto 

Blb 2/2 Presto 

10 493-519 Bb/El 3/4 Largo 
11 520-667 C 2/2 Presto assai 

Characters 

Dorval, Ferramondo 

same 

same & Giocondo 

Dorval 
Giocondo 

same & Lucilla 

Angelica 

Angelica 
Marina 
Valerio 

same & Ferramondo 

same & Dorval 

same 

& Lucilla, 
Castagna, 
Giocondo 

same 

same 

Number of 
of Characters 

2 

2 

3 

2 

Text Poetic 
meter 

A 
~ 

8 

A/E 8 

A/E ] 6 

A/E ] 5 

3 A/E ] 

1 E 

3 A/E ] 

4 A/E ] 
5 A 

5 A/E 

8 A/ 1 

8 E 

8 E 

Note: The letters A and E refer to Active and Expressive texts. Vertical brackets indicate complex Action-Expression cycles. The numbers in 
the last column represent the number of syllables in a line of text. 

H 

z 

Q 

0 

OO 

(71 
cn 

n 
0 

C) 
0-- 

10 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

7 

8 
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Martin y Soler's finale typifies the way composers relied on the dra- 
matic organization of the text in structuring the music of a buffo finale. 
Most movements or sections are settings of a single action-expression 
cycle, and where the cycle ends (after the expressive tutti), the move- 
ment ends. Thus the most important musical articulations in the 
finale-the breaks between movements-are aligned with the points of 
articulation that occur in the text between cycles. And most movements 
have two parts: they begin with an active dialogue, and conclude with an 
expressive tutti. But the influence of textual organization on musical 
structure in the finale goes still further. The distinction between active 
and expressive passages is important not only because composers based 
their musical sections on the action-expression cycle, but because they 
used clearly different musical styles, reflecting different dramatic goals, 
to set the two types of passages. 

Settings of active passages reflect an overriding con- 
cern with continuity, with a musical flow that keeps the drama moving 
forward. Continuity is important because of the length of active texts- 
they are typically three or four times longer than the corresponding ex- 197 
pressive texts'5-and because of the nature of the plots. A finale invari- 
ably brings the action of the story to a climax, and the events leading up 
to it are most effective when presented in an atmosphere of confusion 
and turmoil. Much of the comedy in a buffo finale derives from the 
sense that the characters are overwhelmed by a rapid succession of 
events, and active passages convey a sense of breathlessness ideally 
suited to the action of the story. 

The concern with continuity is manifested both in the harmonic or- 
ganization of active passages and in their vocal style. Example i, from 
the finale to Act I of Salieri and Da Ponte's II ricco d'un giorno, illustrates 
the kind of harmonic patterning common in active passages, one in 
which the internal organization of each musical period stresses continu- 
ity. The two eight-measure periods presented here both conclude with 
strong ii6-V-I cadences. But within each period, the first three phrases 
rely on a repeated alternation between tonic and dominant. In an alter- 
nation between I and V chords, the effect of continuity overshadows the 
closure created by each V-I progression. So the use of this alternation 
pattern, a common one in active passages, creates periods whose inter- 
nal structure is only weakly articulated; continuity is maximized, and 

'5 For instance, the short scene between Masetto and Zerlina that opens the finale to 
Act I of Don Giovanni contains sixteen lines, all but the last four of which are the active 
passage. In the three cycles from the Act I finale of Cosi cited in note 12, the active pas- 
sages contain 56 lines collectively, the expressive passages only 17. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Salieri and Da Ponte: II ricco d'un giorno, 
Finale to Act I, section 2, mm. 24-40 

(voices and bass-line only). 

Allegro Spiritoso 
MASCHERONE 2/25-f -'_- - _ - - I I -,-- - 

cr a TIIF7F T E Fl Ir 
Bra-vi bra- vi mi pia- ce, va be- ne Qui tra- va-glia-si, co- me con- 

3 6 

J I I fpf - 

Bb: I V I V I V6 

/28 rfru r r & z r a- 
vie-ne, Tut-to tut- to sia pre-sto fi- ni - to E il pa- dro- ne con-ten-to es-ser 

I' 1 tt 
' 

,,. 
= 

I V6 
F: 16 V6 I ii6 V 

2/32 
GIACINTO 

'^^r:, ^f f r u'frr n,tr w 
- r 

de. Sia con re- go- lo tut- to dis- po- sto, Con il gran- de vi sia 1'el- e- 

F: I V6 I V6 

2/36 

gan- za, E dal pre-gio e dal bel del-la stan-za, Si co- no-scail pa-dro-ne qual e. 

I.I. I f __ . - I - 
bJ v r 7 

j_ j i. V l r I 
Bb: V7 ii6 V I 

full subdominant (or ii6)-dominant-tonic progressions are reserved for 
the ends of periods. The two periods, it should be noted, reflect the 
structure of the text, which is in two quatrains. While the length of 

speeches in active passages varies, composers normally set longer 
speeches-those that are structured as quatrains or other stanzas-as 
musical periods, while setting shorter ones more freely and variably. 

Basso 

Masch. 

Basso 

198 

Masch. 

Basso 

Gia. 

Basso 

I 

II 

I 
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The vocal style of the example also reflects the importance of con- 
tinuity. The text is set syllabically and without any repetition of words or 
phrases, while the ongoing rhythmic motion takes precedence over the 
expressive highlighting of individual lines. The rhythmic and metric 
regularity here is actually very great. All eight phrases are two 
measures long and employ almost exactly the same 
rhythm: LU I f fL r L If r. The fourth and eighth phrases 
vary only in that their final measures contain a half-note rather than two 
quarters, since the poetic line is truncated and hence one syllable 
shorter. 

This mechanical regularity of rhythm, a feature of many active pas- 
sages, derives from the fact that normal lines of Italian poetry (versi 
piani) conclude with an accented syllable followed by a weak one. Com- 
posers placed nearly every phrase so that the final accented syllable of a 
line falls on the downbeat, followed by the last syllable on an afterbeat 
(except in truncated lines, which have no afterbeats). Each line begins as 
far back in the preceding measure or measures as necessary to arrive 
properly at the downbeat. Typically this involves starting on a weak 
beat, so that the entire phrase functions as an upbeat to the last two sylla- 
bles and strong closure occurs at the end of the phrase. This conver- 199 
gence on the downbeat (which occurs in every phrase of the example) 
contributes both to the impression of a declamatory vocal style and, be- 
cause of the constant sense of upbeat moving to downbeat, to a high 
level of rhythmic energy. Moreover, it normally results in a weak con- 
nection between successive phrases, and thus in a style which is choppy 
rather than lyrical.16 

In other respects as well the vocal lines are not very lyrical; they rely 
heavily on repeated chord tones and much less often on conjunct me- 
lodic motion. The latter occurs primarily in the first three phrases for 
Giacinto, which also contain the only non-chord tones in the entire ex- 
ample: the B-flats in measures 32 and 34, and Ds in measures 33, 35, and 
36. The other phrases lack a sense of melodic direction, since they do 
nothing more than outline the underlying harmony. All these features 
create a declamatory style that gives this passage a rather neutral, narra- 
tive quality. Like simple recitative, it moves forward rapidly but at the 
expense of any distinctive emotional characterization. 

A central feature of active passages, and one that distinguishes them 
from expressive passages (and from other lyric movements, such as 

i6 It is not simply the move to and through a downbeat that has a declamatory effect, 
but the beginning of most phrases on an upbeat. Because of the accent pattern of Italian 
poetry, nearly all lines end across a downbeat; but in more lyrical musical settings, lines of 
text may begin on strong beats, or be linked into longer phrases. It is their separation and 
the fact that they begin on an upbeat that makes them declamatory. 
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arias), is their greater reliance on orchestral patterns to provide both 

continuity and musical interest. It seems appropriate for at least two rea- 
sons that the orchestral accompaniment do more than merely supply 
the beat and the harmony. The frequent absence of melodic interest in 
the vocal parts seems to call for an independent melodic contribution by 
the orchestra. And a prominent instrumental accompaniment can pro- 
vide rhythmic continuity during the regular breaks between the short 
vocal phrases of active passages.17 

In many active passages, the music played by the orchestra is orga- 
nized by a short motive played over and over. The simple orchestral 

figure normally recurs with some harmonic or melodic variation, but re- 
tains a consistent rhythmic shape. Above this additively organized pat- 
tern, the singers present their lines in short phrases largely devoid of 

lyricism or real melodic interest. This technique has been observed in 
the finales of Piccinni and Paisiello,'8 but it is actually far more wide- 

spread, occurring in the finales of nearly all the composers working in 
Vienna in the 178os. 

Example 2 is a sampling of the kind of motives employed in this 

style. Parts A and B are from Paisiello and Casti's II re Teodoro in Venezia, 
200 C and D from Figaro. The examples differ in some respects-B, for in- 

stance, has little or no melodic profile-but the essential similarities are 

quite clear. Each motive works at two levels: the length of the figure it- 
self, and its organization into a longer and harmonically complete unit. 
In Part B, the figure is only an eighth-note long, but it is used four times 
to create a two-measure idea that moves I-V and returns to I at the start 
of the next repetition: here again is the tonic-dominant alternation dis- 
cussed earlier. The principle is the same in Part A, though the whole 
motive is two measures long and the alternation is between I and V6. In 
the two examples from Figaro (Parts C and D) the length of the motivic 

figure varies, but in each case it is organized into an alternation pattern. 
In motivically organized passages like these the harmonic motion is 

largely between I and V, with full cadences employing the subdominant 

occurring only sparingly, to mark the ends of periods. 
The length of the motive contributes substantially to the sense of 

musical pace in each passage. Example 2C, for instance, comes from one 
of the most breathless sections of Mozart's finale. This is both because of 

17 See Robinson, Neapolitan Opera, pp. 234-35 and 256-57; and Hermann Abert, 
W. A. Mozart, I, 345 and 355. 

i8 Hermann Abert, W. A. Mozart, I, 355 and 362-63, with examples of the orchestral 
motives used by each of the two composers. See also Hermann Abert, "Paisiellos Buffo- 
kunst," p. 391, and Blanchetti, "Topologia," pp. 244-45. 

The motivic technique is by no means limited merely to active sections of finales, but 
appears in other parts of opere buffe as well. See Anna Amalie Abert, New Oxford History, 
P. 57. 
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EXAMPLE 2A. Paisiello and Casti: II re Teodoro in Venezia, 
Finale to Act II, section 1, mm. 30-34. 

30 Moderato ACMET 

_'_6_. 2 y I I i i7 V i JL 
r I 

0- la si ser- va 

" r X i r 
i:.1, n i! . . V : X . . 

Eb: I I 

A A ArA' iC E 

V6 1 I 

33 

7 b V I I 1 f A 
To- sto la men- sa 

J. I 

V6 

X1: ,tV, ,. Wi I 

I I 

the tempo-Allegro molto-and because of the rhythmic energy of the 
one-measure figure: the three slurred eighths moving to a quarter and 
the offbeat sfzorzandos and sixteenths create a strong motion from up- 
beat to downbeat. But the fast pace is also due to the harmonic rhythm, 
with the alternation between tonic and dominant occurring every mea- 
sure. In contrast, Example 2D is in a slower tempo and the motivic 

figure is two measures long, without any particular rhythmic drive. In 
fact, the repeated pattern of three eighth-notes in the middle of each 
unit makes it seem more static. The pace here is quite slow, even agoniz- 
ingly so, emphasizing the difficult situation Figaro is in.'9 And the 
slower harmonic rhythm, with tonic-dominant alternation occurring at 
the two-measure level rather than every measure, plays a key role in cre- 
ating this slower pace. 

'9 He is attempting to describe the papers he supposedly dropped while jumping into 
the garden. 

Vln. I 
Vla. 

Vln. 2 
Vc. + 
Cb. 

Vln. I 
Via. 

Vln. 2 
Vc. + 
Cb. 
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EXAMPLE 2B. II re Teodoro, Finale to Act I, section 4, mm. 1-5. 

Con moto 
4/1 A NnPTMN i 

Vln. I 
Vln. II 

Via. 
Basso 

Quan-do, o Tad- de- o, Me con tua fi- glia Dol- ce i- me- 

^ -E ^ Y G; 7 P 
r ff -/ ' 7 Y Y 

Bb: I V II 

4/4 

4:br L,,i, - I L.. 
-ne- o Ac- cop- pie- ra? Dol- ce i- me- [neo] 

Vln. Ib m 
Vln. II y V' ' ' 

Basso b T X f 

V I!I 

Not all active passages rely on orchestral accompaniments as tightly 
organized as the motivic patternsjust described.20 The majority, in fact, 
employ more flexible and varying accompaniments. They may use an 
orchestral motive at times, but in general they are constructed more 

freely, with the instrumental parts supporting the voices in a more tradi- 
tional way. An excerpt from the finale to Act I of II marito indolente, by 
Giacomo Rust and Caterino Mazzola, shows a free accompaniment that 
relies on simple motives flexibly employed to support the vocal line and 
maintain rhythmic energy (see Example 3). Motive x (m. 19) is used in 
measures in which the vocal line pauses, enlivening the rhythm by 
means of the sixteenth-notes beginning off the beat. It appears at first in 
successive measures and then, to accompany two-measure vocal 

20 In a small number of cases, orchestral accompaniments are even more tightly orga- 
nized: a few active passages show a true parlante style, with simple recitative-like vocal 
lines above a very regular orchestral melody. The best-known example is the minuet 
from the finale to Act I of Don Giovanni (mm. 218-51). 
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EXAMPLE 2C. Mozart and Da Ponte: Le nozze di Figaro, 
Finale to Act IV, mm. 121-25. 

121 Allegro di molto 
SANNA(cangiandola e) 121 . SUSANNA (cangiando la voce) FIGARO 

^^ r $ X + 6 r 1? i r- l 
[po-] tr6! Ehi Fi- ga- ro: ta- ce- te. Oh 

r(m1 ^ ^1- r J LP p i 7 ^"[^=0^1 , 7- 

(rtCr r , f j--Sr 
4fp Eb: I sfP 

124 

que- sta e la Con- tes- sa. . . A 

[1 J Hc 

(~L6f tft~~~~~~Tcresc. 

L I 
I I I 

V 

mn= == 

phrases, in alternate ones (mm. 23, 25, 27). After Reginella concludes in 
measure 33, the figure continues to appear at the ends of vocal phrases 
(for example in mm. 37 and 41). Another motive is varied in pitch con- 
tour but consistently features an attack on the second eighth-note of the 
measure (see y in mm. 33ff, and a similar rhythm in other measures). 
Like x, this pattern moves from a weak to a strong beat, stressing the 

ongoing motion of the music. At other points the accompaniment drops 
the orchestral motives and doubles the vocal parts (as at mm. 30-33). 

Though the continuity of this passage depends more on the voices 
than on the orchestra, the role of the accompaniment is still central to 
the sense of musical energy and pace. The orchestral writing stresses 
rhythmic elements above all, and it complements the vocal lines by 
maintaining the ongoing pulse when the latter reach points of relaxa- 
tion. The vocal lines themselves, despite occasional lyrical moments, are 
in general nearly as declamatory as those of the Salieri example above. 

Fig. 
Sus. 

Fig. 
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EXAMPLE 2D. Figaro, Finale to Act II, mm. 605-13. 

Andante 
605 FIGARO ANTONIO (por- 

9' v -f' I - - I* -m1 
pie! Vo-stre 

f rrrf J J ,J J Yn - :FT 

6v s. _ _ _ . q b V _ 1 7 _ _ _ _ _ , . : _ 

Bb: I V I - 

610 I1 Conte (togliendogliele) 

9 b; 
- i >. V r z 6 i X r 

O- la, por- gi- le a me. 

204 
gendo a FIGARO alcune carte chuise) FIGARO (piano 

dun-que sa-ran que-ste car- te che per- de-ste... So- no in 

r II r I I T I I r- '-" - 

-- -V I 

The reliance on repeated notes is quite clear (for example, in mm. 19- 
23 and 38-45), as are the syllabic singing and the succession of phrases 
that move to the downbeat on their last accented syllable.2l 

This excerpt also illustrates the way in which a through-composed 
active passage is organized at the level of the musical period. Its period 
structure is derived directly from the text of the passage, which is given 

21 Phrases like those ending in mm. 23 and 25 have two afterbeats rather than one, 
because some of the poetic lines are sdruccioli-they have two weak syllables after the last 
accented one. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Rust and Mazzola: II marito indolente, 
Finale to Act I, section 6, mm. 17-57. 

6/17 
LUCINA A Allegro REGINEI. .A 

[tro]-var, Non fa- te-vi tro- var. Mo- ve- te- vi, sba- 

x x 

unis. 

=y?i*7- *F~ f' i_.?* r fV ^[j r7I 

E: I A: V2 

6/21 

f i (REG.) la a J 
-raz- zi- si La ca- me-ra del cem-ba- lo, Mo- ve- te-vi, ce- 

77 *r . f 
q:ttltlt 

[--l J ,- 

16 V6 
f 
I 

205 

p 
IV 

(continued) 

in Example 4. It begins with two successive quatrains, for Lucina and 
Reginella respectively. These are followed by a series of shorter 
speeches, and then a quatrain for Tranquillo.22 Each quatrain is set as a 

22 After the two initial quatrains is a change in poetic meter-quite rare in the middle 
of a scene-from settenari sdruccioli to ottonari. 

Obs. 
Hns. 

Vlns. 

Via. 
Basso 

Obs. 
Hns. 

Vlns. 

Via. 
Basso 
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EXAMPLE 3. (continued) 

6/25 (REG.) 
A I 

^-t f I I I #I " I' v I ~r l f w 
6 

_Lo 
' - r 

la- te- vi, Non fa- te- vi ve- der, Mo- ve- te- vi, ce- 

Y~ ~I 

f ^ f cf 

f p f p 
I IV I 16 

6/29 b I 
b' 6 (REG.) . 

-la- te- vi, Non fa- te- vi ve- der, Non fa- te- vi ve- 

?"d".. t H . J ___ 

MST, , U Y +,~~~~~. 

y"11" r r r - r- I f ;I ' - 6- 

A: ii6 

I 
If 

-I I 
6 6 

I4 V 16 IV 14 V 

period concluding with a strong subdominant-dominant-tonic cadence; 
and the three full cadences at the end of the quatrains are the only full 
cadences in the passage. The shorter speeches between Reginella's qua- 
train and Tranquillo's are set more freely, and the last of them ends with 
a prominent half-cadence (in m. 55). 

The setting of Reginella's quatrain (mm. 9-33) shows clear signs of 

Obs. 
Hns. 

Vlns. 

Via. 
Basso 
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Obs. 
Hns. 

Vlns. 

Via. 
Basso 
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EXAMPLE 3. (continued) 

6/33 1 
A 14 TRANOUILLO METILDE 

+- :>- . l*,. r r r >* r=F 
-der. Cos' av- ven- ne? Cos' e 

y ; 

vr r r > r 

Y 

p4 4 
I I D: V2 V2 

6/37 Ic 6/7 (MET.) REG.C r r 
sta- to? Io non so per qual ca- 

r'" r' -- ' 
f p 

c90=ur -r r"^r-4f : 
"-f -' 

f p 
G: V6 V6 

(continued) 

careful planning: it is in two parts, each of which moves from a declama- 

tory beginning to more continuous phrases, and the point of greatest 
energy and continuity is reached in the closing phrases of the quatrain 
(mm. 30-33). The first portion of the quatrain opens with two one- 
measure phrases balanced by a two-measure phrase. The silent fifth 
beats in measures 20 and 21 break up these short phrases, which sound 

Obs. 
Hns. 

Vlns. 

Via. 
Basso 

Obs. 
Hns. 

Vlns. 

Via. 
Basso 
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EXAMPLE 3. (continued) 

6/41 (REG.) 
A u 4 | Ic . 

-gio- ne, II pa- dro- ne e ri- tor- 

r ;n ' r' 

f P 

f P 
G: I 

6/45 LUC ^ CONTE. 1 

na- to. Se li tro- va, u-na gran sce- na. Che far 

l~" ',t~ (obs.) F: 

f P x _ I 

f/ p f 

c:, it h.11 . h,.- l.l llhr- 

f 
I 

p 
IV 

/ 
I 

p 
IV 

almost like accompanied recitative. The next two phrases (marked a and 
a') are more lyrical and continuous, with an alternation pattern between 
IV and I in A, the new tonic. In the second part of the quatrain setting, 
"movetevi" and "celatevi" repeat (mm. 27-29), but here the harmonic 

progression I6-ii6 connects them with the following two-measure phrase 
(b) to drive towards the cadence. As often happens, the cadential pro- 

Obs. 
Hns. 

Vlns. 

Via. 
Basso 
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Obs. 
Hns. 

Vlns. 

Via. 
Basso y- ,I-t, -, it~~- 41 '~ . 
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EXAMPLE 3. (continued) 

6/49 
A a 4 (CON.) TENENTE h - MET./LUC. j 1 

a4W, ,M It \f - r1 I B r i ' * - r i r r ' r y 
des- si? Do- ve an- dia- mo? Non la- 

__ __H 

/ p 

/ P / 
I IV I 

6/53 T 

f^'- + TRAN. . 
"r. 

-scia- te- vi tro- var. (Ah dav- ve- ro 

i E:n^ ^f^ 

,2~F ~:r~'"' 
~ia~i~ ,~Llr~~ii~:r'~'4:' :(' 

1; f p 
G: 16 V- 

gression initially avoids closure (with the I6 in m. 31), and then closes 
strongly when the phrase is repeated (in b').23 

23 A similar degree of organization is found in the other two quatrains. For the first 75 
measures of the passage (through Tranquillo's quatrain), see Platoff, "Music and 
Drama," pp. 187-204. 

Obs. 
Hns. 

Vlns. 

Via. 
Basso 

Met. 
Luc. 

Obs. 
Hns. 

Vlns. 

Via. 
Basso 
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EXAMPLE 4. Rust and Mazzola: II marito indolente, 
Finale to Act I, text from section 6 (part). 

Lucina Fuggite-ohime! dal correre 
La lena e il fiato mancami: 
Andatevi a nascondere, 
Non fatevi trovar. 

Reginella Movetevi, sbarazzisi 
La Camera del Cembalo, 
Movetevi, celatevi, 
Non fatevi veder. 

Tranquillo Cos'avvenne? 
Metilde Cos' e stato? 
Reginella Io non so per qual cagione, 

I1 Padrone e ritornato. 
Lucina Se li trova, e una gran scena. 
Conte Che far dessi? 
Tenente Dove andiamo? 
Lucina & Metilde Non lasciatevi trovar. [al Con. e al Ten.] 
Tranquillo (Ah davvero mi diverte 

210 11 vederli in questo imbroglio.) 
Le finestre son aperte: [al Ten. e al Con.] 
Vi potete giu lanciar. 

In contrast the following passage (mm. 33-55), which sets the suc- 
cession of short speeches leading up to the next quatrain, is much less 

tightly constructed. The phrases are of differing lengths, they are re- 

peated a different number of times, and they follow one another with- 
out any clear plan. One or two lines of text could seemingly be added or 
removed without great difficulty. Most important, there is no sense 

prior to about measure 54 that the end of a musical paragraph is ap- 
proaching, while in the quatrain settingjust discussed cadential closure 
is signalled far earlier, and stressed by a phrase repetition. The carefully 
prepared cadence in measure 33 marked the end of a period; here the 
half cadence in measure 55 is more casual, and serves (with its promi- 
nent change of texture) to signal the beginning of the period that follows. 
This cadence, and more generally the structure of measures 33-55, re- 
veal the looser organization used for a succession of shorter speeches. 

It is at the level of the period that signs of careful musical organiza- 
tion are most often to be found, within the otherwise through- 
composed active passages of the Viennese buffo finale. While the de- 
gree of organization varies, often in response to the structure of the text, 
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the period is consistently the building-block. Apparently its use enabled 

composers to avoid structures based on returns of material at higher lev- 
els, and thus to emphasize dramatic continuity and the rapid forward 
motion of events, elements that are the key to the organization and the 

style of active passages. 

Since expressive passages respond to very different 
dramatic and structural concerns, their musical settings are different in 

style from those of active passages. As we have seen, expressive passages 
follow active ones and complete action-expression cycles; they present 
static emotional contemplations of the situation at a given moment. Ex- 

pressive passages also have a consistent position in the musical organiza- 
tion of the finale: as Table 1 shows, they normally conclude musical sec- 
tions. 

Not surprisingly, the music of expressive passages emphasizes sta- 
bility and closure. This emphasis is reflected by their large number of 
cadential phrases, often repeated, and by a harmonic motion slower and 
more decisive than that of active passages. Patterns of tonic-dominant 211 
alternation are used only sparingly; instead many phrases employ IV-V- 
I or ii6-V-I progressions, strengthening harmonic closure. 

Expressive texts are frequently quite short (four to six lines, or even 
fewer), but their settings are usually more extended than those of active 

passages. Repetitions of words or complete lines are common, along 
with repeated musical phrases, and the vocal style is somewhat more me- 
lismatic. These features give expressive passages a greater sense of ex- 

pansiveness, which seems appropriate to the depiction of emotions. 
While active passages are somewhat analogous to simple recitative, ex- 

pressive passages are the analogues to arias: they not only present but 

portray in music the emotions called for by the words.24 The indepen- 
dent role played by the orchestra in many active passages is absent in 

expressive passages, where the vocal parts consistently dominate the 
texture and control the phrase organization. This may be because the 
"busyness" and the higher profile of independent orchestral patterns 
were felt to interfere with the expression of feelings by the singers. 

Finally, expressive passages generally exhibit a greater musical rich- 
ness than active ones. Their music is intrinsically more interesting-it 

24 Just as the musical information is kept to a relative minimum in many active pas- 
sages, so that audiences can attend to the information being conveyed by the text, in ex- 

pressive passages the words-repeated over and over-require less attention and listen- 
ers can follow the more complex flow of the music. In finales, as in the balance between 
recitative and aria, there is an inverse relationship between the amount of musical infor- 
mation and the amount of textual information being communicated. 
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draws more attention to itself. This arises from a variety of features: imi- 
tative vocal entries, for example, or adventurous harmonic progres- 
sions, or particularly lyrical melodic writing. The specific details may 
vary from one case to another, but-especially in the finales of lesser 

composers than Mozart-it is consistently the expressive passages that 
are musically more substantial. 

In any given finale the expressive passages vary considerably in size 
and degree of complexity. One or two may be quite short, and even 

perfunctory-they mark the end of the preceding action and bring the 
section to a close, but without any sense of a distinctive or interesting 
emotional statement.25 The others, however, are relatively extended 
and elaborate, with more dramatic gestures to mark the division be- 
tween the active and expressive passage. 

In Example 5, from the finale to Act II of Dittersdorf and Brunati's 
Democrito corretto, a fairly lengthy expressive tutti is quite strongly articu- 
lated from the end of the preceding active passage. The four-line text is 
a conventional one in which all three characters are confused and agi- 
tated, and it is written so that they can share nearly identical words 

throughout. The end of the active passage, with the approach to a half 

212 cadence, may be seen in measures 98-103. The onset of the tutti is 
marked first by a thinning of the texture to repeated Fs, and then by the 
entrance of the full orchestra with the voices in measure 103-two 
highly conspicuous changes of texture. This spot is also articulated by a 
sudden change in harmonic rhythm from the relatively rapid chord 

changes of the active passage to an eleven-measure prolongation of the 
dominant, with a pair of five-measure phrases (a) creating a chain of sus- 

pensions above the pedal F. The result is a strong sense of agitation, in 

great part owing to the tension between the static dominant pedal and 
the energy of the rapid surface rhythm and the suspension pattern. 

What follows is typical of a relatively elaborate expressive passage, 
both in its use of a point of imitation and in its strong sense of cadential 
drive and harmonic direction. The pattern in measures 113-21 is really 
mock-imitation: after employing a brief imitative idea built firmly on the 
tonic chord, the long cadential phrase continues in simple homophony. 
Its cadence (in m. 125) is emphasized by two further pairs of shorter but 

equally cadential-sounding phrases, of four and two measures respec- 
tively (b and c). The repeated use of progressions such as ii6-V-I gives the 
end of the tutti a strong sense of tonal stability and finality, which is 

heightened by the closing orchestral flourish. 

25 Measures 420-28 from the finale to Act I of Cosifan tutte exemplify such a tutti. In 
general, though, Mozart's expressive tuttis are longer and more interesting. The expres- 
sive tuttis (mm. 1 10-36, 198-218, and 267-91) of the three successive scenes from the 
Act I finale of Cosi cited in note 12 display many of the same stylistic features as the Dit- 
tersdorf example discussed below. 
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E XAM P LE 5. Dittersdorf and Brunati: Democrito corretto, 
Finale to Act II, section 4, mm. 98-140. 

4/98 
, Allegro ISMENE EGERIA 

P--" " K 

Ah sen- ti steil dis- gra- zia- to? A sbri- gar- ti pen- sa or 

STRABONE 

piu. 

) Lb?] 
G,? 

' r b (unis.) . 

(un is., 

Bb: I vii6/V V V/V 

TUTTI 

4/102 J 

tu. ISM. r r r r r 
Son per- pies- sa ti- mo- ro- sa Non so 

STRAB. 

3 bb r Z r Z r i r Z r Z 
Son per- pies- so ti- mo- ro- so Non so 

+fls. (8va higher), obs., cls., bsns. (8va lower) 

~ ~~r :r 
: - 

-. 

pp:7 7 
~~4~ 

(continued) 

Earlier in this essay I suggested that the organization 
of a buffo finale employed a standard model on which librettists and 
composers alike depended. The librettist provided a series of action- 
expression cycles, each consisting of an active dialogue followed by an 
expressive tutti. The composer treated these cycles as units and set most 

Vlns. 

Vlas. 
Vc. 
C.B. 

Vlns. 

Vlas. 
Vc. 
C.B. 
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EXAMPLE 5. (continued) 

II k k I I I I Kf I K i K I h i K , Jb; J'; J ^ !. J 1 J e _ ' ' ' ; 
W r Fr rh Z r - r vr 7 rFTF 

co- sam'ab-biaa far, m'ab-bia a far, per pies- sa ti- mo- ro- sa Non so 

-9 bb r - r r r r r 
co- sam'ab-biaa far, m'ab-biaa far, per pies- so ti- mo- ro- soNon so 

, ' * ;*: " m' 

(V pedal) 

4/111 EGER. 

co- sa m'ab- bia a far, m'ab- bia a far E non o- so pii ri- 

co- sa m'ab-bia a far, m'ab- bia a far 

Strings 

:' f" F -pG'L 
+ , $ f: ? 7 $' 

(V pedal) 

of them as discrete musical sections, with the end of the expressive pas- 
sage and the end of the section coinciding. 

We must now account for the expressive passages in a finale that do 
not follow the pattern outlined above. The procedures to be considered 
here are both exceptional and conventional-exceptional in that each of 

4/106 
A 

Eger. 
Ism. 

Strab. 

Vlns. 
Winds 

Vlas. 
Vc. 
C.B. 
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Eger. 
Ism. 

Strab. 

Vlns. 
Winds 

Vlas. 
Vc. 
C.B. 
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EXAMPLE 5. (continued) 

-po- so Nel mio ca- so di spe- rar, di spe- 
4/115 r 

rar, 

I 
11 I111 1J J 

i J 

E non o- so piu ri- po- so Or con es- so an cor- spe- 

3'bl -> r 5 rrrdr 
E non o- so pii ri- 

,,_?_ ?^ ' +Winds 

po- so Or con es- saan-cor spe- rar, Or 

m . ., 

(I) 

Nel mio 

rar, Or con 

po- so Or con es- sa an-cor spe- rar, Or con 

r 
IV ii 

(continued) 

them occurs only once or twice in a finale, but conventional in that all of 
them are found in almost every Viennese buffo finale of the 78os. 

The first of these is the self-contained expressive passage, so-called 
because it is not linked to a preceding active passage but stands alone, 
either at the start of a finale or following a completed action-expression 

Eger. 
Ism. 

Strab. 

Vlns. 

Vlas. 
Vc. 
C.B. 

Eger. 
Ism. 

Strab. 

Vlns. 
Winds 

Vlas. 
Vc. 
C.B. 
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EXAMPLE 5. (continued) 

ca- so 

4/123 j. A I I i. 

lb 
di spe- rar, Nel mio 

I I I 

ca.- . . ._ - S so 

J?- 1 1JT- 
- z r r T- -m 

es- so di spe- rar, Or con es - - so 

J. J. 
- -r J -i' r' f 

es- sa di spe- rar, Or con es- - - - sa 

$ , V ...Via. 8va 

6 6 6 
V5 I ii5 V I V5 I 

di spe- rar, Nel mio ca- so 

di spe- rar, Or con es- - - - - so 

-F 
f 8 i? r r 

di spe- rar, Or con es- sa 

rVir r r8- 
| | Vla. 8va- - - - - - - -- - 

4/2 ' 

6 
ii5 

* Winds on beats 1 and 4 

V 
6 

V5 

cycle. (See section 5 in Table i.) Self-contained expressive passages serve 
as interludes in the dramatic progress of the story. Instead of making an 

expressive response to immediately preceding action, they convey more 
general feelings. The finale to Act I of Cosifan tutte opens with a duet in 
which Fiordiligi and Dorabella lament the absence of their lovers, who 

Eger. 
Ism. 

Strab. 

Vlns. 
Winds 

Vlas. 
Vc. 
C.B. 
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Eger. 
Ism. 

Strab. 

Vlns. 
Winds* 

Vlas. 
Vc. 
C.B. 
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EXAMPLE 5. (continued) 

4/13 di spe- 
4/132 

I. 

ra, Nel mio rar, Nel mio 

I I k 

ca- so di spe- rar, 

I I S . I 
i ;; b I K #- t i ) 1 1 J _ 

di spe- rar, Or con es- so di spe- rar, Or con 

di spe- rar, Or con es- sa di spe- rar, Or con 

_ _ 1 . - -. _ ~ - 
I l ' 

ii V I vi ii V I iH5 V v i fviS I 

ca- so di spe- rar. 
4/13 6 

es so di spe- rar. 

es sa di spe- rar. 

(unis.) . 

>$i 4 r Via. 8va 

V ,L r f- 
J 

r f 

^ J 

6 
ii5 

I I I 
V 

were supposedly called away on military duty earlier in the act. The phi- 
losopher Democrito, during the finale to Act I of Democrito corretto, ex- 

presses at length his scorn for the foibles of mankind: "We're all mad." 
His solo is less a response to specific events in the story than a comic 
statement about human behavior. And Angelica's solo, in the finale to 

I C' 
Nel mio 

I k 
Eger. 
Ism. 

Strab. 

Vlns. 
Winds 

Vlas. 
Vc. 
C.B. 

Eger. 
Ism. 

Strab. 

Vlns. 
Winds 

Vlas. 
Vc. 
C.B. 
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Act I of II burbero di buon cuore (Table i), expresses her fears that she will 
not be able to marry the man she loves-fears that have tormented her 

throughout the first act. 
What these examples have in common is their non-dramatic role. 

They are not undramatic, in the sense of dramatically ineffective; but 

they stand apart from the immediate situation. The duet from Cosi and 
the solo from Democrito, for instance, could have been put in a variety of 
other places in their respective operas without any harm to the dramatic 
flow; and Angelica's solo is if anything a dramatic redundancy, provided 
to give the prima donna another short aria. 

Within a buffo finale, considerations of dramatic pace normally 
prevented composers from developing extended and strongly charac- 
terized expressions of feeling, especially more lyrical ones. But the dra- 

matically "separate" status of self-contained expressive passages re- 
moves this restriction, so that expressions of calmer, less agitated 
emotions-which would have to be kept quite brief elsewhere in a 
finale-can be presented at some length. It is no coincidence that many 
of these passages are about love. For it is in self-contained expressive 
passages that composers can write in a style appropriate to feelings of 

218 love-a style which is incompatible with the agitated forward motion of 
- the rest of a finale. 

Many self-contained expressive passages are solos, set to music that 
is gentle, relaxed in tempo, and full of conjunct and sometimes florid 

melody. Such solos are often in closed forms such as ABA or ABA', and 

they resemble arias in almost every respect, differing only by virtue of 
their somewhat smaller size.26 The lyrical style also characterizes most 
self-contained expressive passages for two or three singers.27 In fact, the 

only exceptions to the prevailing lyricism of self-contained passages are 
the occasional solos for comic characters, which adopt instead the style 
of the buffo aria. The broad humor of Democrito's solo from Democrito 
corretto depends principally on its mock-grandiose character, created by 
pompous dotted rhythms and occasional fortissimo interjections of the 
whole orchestra. Like the lyric expressions of love, this comic style rep- 
resents an avenue of characterization best suited to non-dramatic inter- 
ludes in a finale, when the demands of pace do not preclude the leisure 
and expansiveness necessary to make such a characterization successful. 

At the most dramatic points of a finale composers employed an- 

26 As stated earlier, most movements in buffo finales are through-composed. Self- 
contained expressive passages and strette (to be discussed below) are the only movements 
in which large repeats of material regularly occur. 

27 An example by Mozart, in addition to the duet for Fiordiligi and Dorabella from 
Cosi, is the famous trio for Donna Anna, Donna Elvira and Don Ottavio in the Act I finale 
of Don Giovanni, "Protegga il giusto cielo" (mm. 251-72), with its strikingly lyrical and 
florid melodic writing. 
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other exceptional, if conventional, procedure: they purposely detached 
an expressive tutti from its preceding active passage and set the tutti as a 

separate movement. The change of tempo, meter, or both between the 
active and expressive passages highlights the latter as a separate entity. 
As a result the expressive reaction to the events of the plot is less inte- 
grated into the ongoing action and perceived more as an event in its own 

right. 
In the Viennese buffo finales of the 178os "detached" expressive 

tuttis occur in one of two dramatic situations. Either the tutti is an aston- 
ished response to some unexpected event in the story-what I will call 
the shock tutti-or it is the final expressive passage of the act, the stretta. 
Each of these types has its own characteristic musical style. 

Many buffo finales are constructed so that their action builds to- 
wards an unexpected turn of events, a twist of the plot that takes the 
characters, if not the audience, by surprise. At this point librettists wrote 
a tutti in which the characters express their shock, and composers 
treated this passage in a special fashion.28 This is precisely what has hap- 
pened in sections 9 and i o of the finale to Act I ofII burbero (see Table 1): 
the shock tutti (section o) has been split off from its preceding active 

passage and set as a separate movement. 219 
The essential quality of a shock tutti is its sense of separateness from 

the ongoing, generally rapid and continuous activity of the rest of a 
finale. Here the normal pace and flavor of the finale temporarily 
disappear-the rules are momentarily suspended. But unlike self- 
contained expressive passages, which stand aside from the action of the 
finale, shock tuttis interrupt the action, bringing it to an enforced halt at a 

highly dramatic point. They thereby increase the dramatic tension, 
which must be released in the loud clamor at the end of the finale. 

In the finale to Act I of Il marito indolente, the shock tutti occurs at the 
climax of a typically silly situation. When Fulgenzio returns to his house, 
where a party he has forbidden is going on nonetheless, two of the 
party-goers jump out at him wearing frightening masks, making loud 
noises and stamping their feet. The ensuing shock tutti expresses 
Fulgenzio's fear of the "spirits" and the guests' fear of Fulgenzio's anger 
(see Example 6). 

28 The shock tutti seems not to have been commented upon by writers on i 8th-century 
opera buffa, perhaps because the examples in the finales of Mozart are not particularly 
clear. But both Gossett, " 'Candeur virginale'," p. 327, and Julian Budden, The Operas of 
Verdi, 3 vols., I (New York, 1973), 18-19, discuss the equivalent movement-usually 
called the andante or the largo concertato-in operatic finales of the early 19th century. 
In Budden's words, "here everyone is 'struck all of a heap', as the result of some unex- 
pected revelation. The dramatic development comes abruptly to a halt, as all express 
their utter astonishment, sometimes in a false canon, as in the Barber [of Seville, by Ros- 
sini]; sometimes in an elaborate unaccompanied ensemble as in [Rossini's] Le Comte Ory." 
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EXAMPLE 6. Rust and Mazzola: II marito indolente, 
Finale to Act I, section 8, mm. 1-17. 

220 

Obs. 

Vlns. 

Hns. 
Via. 
Basso 

8/1 Andante 

c METILDE r 

Stel-le! Cie- lo! 

LUCINA 

Stel-le! Cie- lo! 

REGINELLA 

Stel-le! Cie- lo! 

FULGENZIO 

Stel-le! Cie- lo! 

TRANQUILLO 

Stel-le! Cie- lo! 

Eb: I V I 

I pedal 

The key feature of this and other shock tuttis is that everything 
stops-time is momentarily frozen. Naturally the slow tempo is a con- 
tributing factor, but other elements are important as well. In measures 
1-5 the hesitant declamation, with lines split into short exclamations, 
conveys the difficulty the characters have in expressing their astonish- 
ment. The effect of choppiness is also suggested by the dotted rhythms 
and rapid grace-notes in the violins in measures 1-4, which call for a 
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EXAMPLE 6. (continued) 

Met. 

Luc. 

Reg. 

Ful. 

Tran. 

Obs. 

Vlns. 

Hns. 
Via. 
Basso 

8/4 

veg- go as- col- to Es- ser 

t vrr - r r - J 
veg - go as- col- to Es- ser 

$ Jt^ r r --sJe J 

veg - go as- col- to Es- ser par mi in se- pol- 

,^ r r ~ m j . ? r^i 
veg - go as- col- to Es- ser par- mi in se- pol- 

9rw^f r j V - r r 
veg - go as- col- to Es- ser 

4r-- R r ^ - --- 

6 

PfP_ 

-pF I 6 I 6 I 
V pedal 

(continued) 

marcato style. Harmonic stasis is created by the I-V-I alternation above a 
tonic pedal in the first three measures; this pattern (or, alternatively, I- 
vii-I above a tonic pedal) occurs very frequently in shock tuttis. Pedals 
elsewhere in the example minimize the sense of harmonic motion, along 
with a slow harmonic rhythm: only in measures 13 and 16 are there 
more than two chords per measure. A soft dynamic level, here implied 
at times by the dynamic markings in the orchestra, is often explicitly 

221 
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EXAMPLE 6. (continued) 

8/7 
A 

Met. 

Luc. 

Reg. 

Ful. 

Tran. 

222 

Obs. 

Vlns. 

Hns. 
Via. 
Basso 

' -' - r r r .. . _ L 
par- mi in se- pol- tu- ra Quai fan- tas- me! Che pa- 

, j. TJ TTr - r rrr 
par- mi in se- pol- tu- ra Quai fan-tas-me! 

-tu- ra in se- pol- tu- ra Quai fan- tas- me! Che pa 

r U r r r r - r - - tO- 
-tu- ra, in se- pol- tu- ra Quai fan- tas- me! Che pa- 

7 ' ' 
r' f f -tu- r- r r r fan- t pa- 

par- mi in se- pol- tu- ra Quai fan-tas-me! 

3 

i^ frf L> A B 

I cresc. 6 
6 , 

")~ -n ~' , ~ "!LJ ^---'- ^b'-i,?* p- - . 1 T r \ 
~ 

r cresc. T Jf 
6 6 6 p P) 

called for by the words "sotto voce" in the vocal parts. In fact, the quiet 
parts of a shock tutti are nearly always the quietest points in the finale.29 

29 The best-known shock tutti in the opera buffa of the 18th century is undoubtedly the 
moment in the finale to Act II of Figaro when Susanna emerges from the closet to the 
confusion of the Count and Countess, who both expected to see Cherubino. This exam- 
ple, however, is more complex in several respects than the typical shock tutti. For a de- 
tailed discussion, see Platoff, "Music and Drama," pp. 69-71 and 306-12. 
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EXAMPLE 6. (continued) 

8/10 
A 

Met. 

Luc. 

Reg. 

Ful. 

Tran. 

Obs. 

Vlns. 

Hns. 
Via. 
Basso 

tb-- r L LaL >-r 
' 

-u- ra! Che pa- u- ra! Io mi 

4 bb , iI r r r 
Che pa-u- ra! o mi sen- to 

pi\b; j J r=S r 
-u- ra! Che pa- u- ra! Io mi 

X bGb r r , r - 
-u- ra! Io mi sen-to 

bb y tjL r rr rV 
Che pa-u- ra! Io mi sen - to, mi 

6 

-^ e 

r 

-- '^ :^~~ __ ~~~-e 

.. Prl T I I r I VI P 3 v D 

I pedal 

(continued) 

While the shock tutti marks a moment when the agitation of the 
finale freezes in surprise, the stretta does the opposite: it brings that agi- 
tation to its boiling point. The stretta is also the spot in a finale where 
dramatic values most clearly give way to musical ones. All finales escalate 
an already existing dramatic conflict into a crisis. The last stages of this 
escalation invariably comprise two steps: an argument or other free-for- 
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EXAMPLE 6. (continued) 

8/13 
A I 

Met. 

Luc. 

Reg. 

Ful. 

Tran. 

224 

Obs. 

Vlns. 

Hns. 
Via. 
Basso 

sen- to in- ti- riz- zir, Io mi 

1, r r C r r 
in- ti- riz- zir, mi sen- to 

r r r r-r rr 
sen- to in- ti- riz- zir, Io mi 

}b wr^r r r r r I X 
in- ti- riz- zir, mi sen- to 

3 J riJ- rr F r' ' 
sen- to in- ti- riz- zir, mi sen- to, mi 

~~F r r F F 

3 3 7 - 3- r- 
r-3 ---Ir-- 

3 3 

_I . _ i 
- - ~', l___ - ._ _ ........ 

Y 
I pedal 

all conversation among all the characters, and a concluding tutti.30 De- 

pending on the nature of the story, the tutti may present either a unani- 
mous expression of feelings by all the characters (fear of a sudden 
thunderstorm, for example) or a conflict between two opposed groups 
of characters. The latter approach was generally preferred by Da Ponte, 
as in the first finales of all three of his librettos for Mozart. Clearly it of- 

30 Because the last finale of an opera depicts the happy resolution of the plot rather 
than the height of its conflict, the stretta in the last finale is normally more harmonious, 
and often somewhat shorter, than those found in earlier acts. But in most other respects 
it resembles the typical stretta as discussed below. 

Sbr z78 B v Y r i r X "Vr V i V , r - 
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EXAMPLE 6. (continued) 

8/16 

Met.A r - r r X 
sen- to in- ti- riz- zir. 

Luc. r rr 
in- ti- riz- zir. 

Reg. t b 

sen to in- ti- riz- zir. 

Ful . r r r 
in- ti- riz- zir. 

Tran. 
,bl J Ir V r 

V b r I 
r-f 

sen- to in- ti- riz- zir. 225 

Obs. L 

Vlns. L - 

Hns. 

Basso a d a I 

fers both a dramatic advantage-a vociferous argument is more inter- 
esting than unanimity, even a fearful unanimity-and ajustification for 
the common technique of setting off groups of characters antiphonally 
against one another.3' 

3' In most finales the shock tutti and the stretta occur at different points in the finale, 
and each results from an action-expression cycle being split, with the expressive tutti set 
as a discrete movement. However, in the Act I finale of II burbero shown in Table 1 the 
shock tutti and the stretta occur in succession (sections lo and 11), as reactions to the 
same action. For this reason-and untypically-there is no active passage to which the 
stretta is an immediate response. 
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The stretta from Act I of Don Giovanni can serve to illustrate the 
most common features of such passages.32 It is the largest section of the 
finale, comprising 121 measures, and this large size is achieved primar- 
ily through extensive repetitions of material. At lower levels, its various 
short phrases are nearly all immediately restated (as in mm. 548-54 and 
623-39). And its overall structure relies on the common formula of sev- 
eral opening phrases, a central repeated passage, and a coda, producing 
an ABBC form (here the central repeated passage occurs in mm. 557- 
83 and 586-612). 

The use of such a long repeated section, which states over and over 
words that do not need repeating, suggests that, in the stretta, dramatic 
values are by convention subordinated to musical ones.33 In view of the 
limited amount of dramatic information that this part of a finale gener- 
ally conveys-it is all loud argument and agitated emotions-the shift- 

ing of the balance towards the musical side can occur without doing vio- 
lence to the drama. To consider the matter from another angle, finale 
texts are devised so that by the start of the stretta, the important action 
has concluded, and pure musical excitement can take over. 

The musical elements of the Don Giovanni stretta all serve its basic 

226 purpose-to bring the conflict to a highpoint and to earn the composer 
applause. It depends on passages that build in energy and intensity, and 

particularly on various sorts of crescendo patterns, such as the phrase 
over a tonic pedal in measures 537-41. These passages are usually deci- 
sive cadential phrases, which may be repeated at great length. Much of 
the vocal writing is in pure homophony, relying on an effective contrast 
between declamation in long notes and rapid patter. The conflict be- 
tween Don Giovanni and Leporello and the other characters is played 
out in a variety of antiphonal arrangements, sometimes featuring long 
notes for the larger group and faster singing for the two men (see mm. 

569-73). Frequently the rhythmically enlivened antiphonal singing 
gives way at the end of a phrase to a strong cadence sung homophoni- 
cally (mm. 623-31). Everything contributes to a sense of rising excite- 
ment, including the use of the long repeated passage. This passage 
moves from a low level of energy, intensity and dynamics to a high 

32 I have chosen this example partly because scores are readily accessible; but it is also 
worth noting that Mozart's operatic writing is least different from that of his contempo- 
raries in the more conventionalized parts of finales, of which the stretta is certainly the 
clearest case. 

33 This is even clearer in cases when, as in the finale to Act I of Cosifan tutte, a composer 
set as the final stretta notjust the last expressive tutti, but the preceding active passage as 
well. It results in a striking lapse of dramatic realism-admittedly not a high priority in 
18th-century opera generally-since the extended repetition of music normally includes 
the active passage as well as the tutti. Such a repetition creates a dramatic redundancy: 
the final argument leads to the expressive reaction, but then the argument (and the reac- 
tion) returns. 
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point; when it can climb no further, the music drops back to piano and 

begins again.34 
While the rapid motion and energy of the stretta may suggest a simi- 

larity to active passages, in most respects its style represents a marked 

change from their unobtrusiveness and continuity. The excitement in 
an active passage derives chiefly from the rapid advance of the dramatic 
action, usually supported by a skillfully patterned musical accompani- 
ment that maintains a sense of forward motion. But in a stretta, with its 

repeated buildups of intensity and its frequent changes of declamation 
and vocal texture, the excitement is entirely musical; it is, paradoxically, 
a point both at which dramatic time stops and in which the emotional 

energy of the drama is expressed most forcefully. The musical emphasis 
is not on continuity but on its opposite: strongly articulated points of clo- 
sure, which build steadily towards a climactic cadence. A large part of 
the excitement of a stretta arises from the fact that it calls the audience's 
attention so forcefully to the impending end of the act-listeners are ex- 
horted to get in on the fun, because it is about to end. In this respect the 
stretta is like the coda of an instrumental work, which generates its emo- 
tional power (excitement, pathos, resignation) in part from its clearly 
understood position as the final statement of a movement. 227 

The different types of expressive passage outlined 
above provided composers with a means to control dramatic pace within 
a finale. Dramatic pace-the rate at which the plot is perceived to 

advance-depends fundamentally on the treatment of the expressive 
passages and the handling of articulations between sections. A finale 

presents a series of plot events alternating with pauses. The more each 

expressive pause is emphasized, the stronger will be the sense that the 

story is temporarily not advancing, and the more time there will seem to 
be between one action and the next. 

In most cases, as we have seen, active passages lead directly into ex- 
pressive passages without a break in the musical continuity. It is true that 
a change in vocal texture from solo to ensemble singing occurs, and cer- 
tain gestures such as dominant pedals also mark the start of expressive 
passages. But because the tempo and meter of the section remain un- 
changed, relatively little attention is drawn to the expressive passage as a 
separate entity. On the other hand, expressive passages all conclude 

34 This example lacks one feature common to most strette: a long, gradual "Mann- 
heim" crescendo over a tonic pedal, with instruments and voices added a bit at a time. 
Among the many instances of this practice in the 178os, the most celebrated at the time 
(and justly so) was the finale to Act I of Paisiello and Casti's II re Teodoro in Venezia. 
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with articulations, followed almost always by a new active passage. The 
dramatic pace seems rapid, since nearly every time the attention of lis- 
teners is attracted by the start of a section in a new tempo and meter, 
they hear an active dialogue. (This may be seen in Table i.) The fast 

tempo of most active passages and their emphasis on continuity only 
strengthen the perception of rapid dramatic motion. 

Without any highly articulated moments of contemplation or ex- 

pressive reaction, a finale would seem to present a continuous flow of 
dramatic activity. These moments are provided by the self-contained 

passage, the shock tutti, and the stretta. Each is an expressive passage 
that begins a new musical section, thus calling greater attention to itself. 
Self-contained passages bring a moment of relief from the dramatic 
haste of the finale; they stand aside from the bustle, rather than inter- 

rupting it. The shock tutti, on the other hand, brings the finale to a sud- 
den halt at a tense dramatic moment, and its slow and quiet hesitancy 
heightens the tension by delaying its resolution. At the end of the finale, 
the climactic musical excitement of the stretta releases this tension in a 

satisfyingly noisy fashion. It is in these passages that the otherwise uni- 

formly rapid dramatic pace of the finale is altered, and listeners focus 
228 most consciously on emotional responses. 

This study of the Viennese buffo finale has pro- 
ceeded from the belief that the operatic works of Mozart need to be 
viewed in the light of the practice of his contemporaries, so that we may 
better understand the combination of the conventional and the innova- 
tive in Mozart's operas. It is clear that a number of important musical 
and dramatic conventions, hitherto largely undiscussed, shape the 
buffo finale of this period. An awareness of these conventions and how 

they operate is a necessary prerequisite to an improved understanding 
of what a buffo finale is, and what distinguishes a typical example from 
an unusual or daring one.35 

The basic organizing principles of the finale stem from the dramatic 
and poetic structure of the libretto. The consistent segregation of active 

dialogues from expressive tuttis and the various points of articulation in 
the text were the focal points on which the composer relied in determin- 
ing the overall shape and expressive nature of the music. Both the musi- 
cal styles of individual sections and the points of articulation between 
sections were dictated in large part by convention, following predictably 
from the organization of the text. And the handling of active and ex- 

pressive passages in a finale gave composers a tool with which to control 
its dramatic pace. 
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Finally, the degree to which the organizing forces for the buffo 
finale are dramatic and textual, rather than "purely musical," suggests a 
fruitful direction for further study of other elements of the opera buffa 
in this period. One avenue to a deeper understanding of the opera buffa 
as a whole-its arias, recitatives, ensembles, and larger organization- 
will surely be a closer study of the libretto and its dramatic implications 
and directives, coupled with a readiness to discard as inappropriate 
many of our preconceptions, derived from instrumental music, about 
how musical works are structured. 

Trinity College, Hartford, Conn. 

35 While it is not possible within the scope of this paper to offer a detailed comparison 
between Mozart's finales and those of his contemporaries, the dependence of Mozart's 
buffo finales on the structural characteristics discussed here should already be quite 
clear. Notwithstanding the oft-made assertions about the formal principles at work in 
Mozart's finales, his finales differ from those of other Viennese opera composers more in 
the areas of orchestration, harmonic interest, and textural complexity than in that of 
structural organization. 
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APPENDIX 

Opere Buffe Premiered in Vienna 
Between 1781 andJanuary 1790 

Title of Opera 

II mercato di 
Malmantile 

II re Teodoro in 
Venezia 

II marito indolente 
II ricco d'un giorno 
L'incontro inaspettato 
Gli sposi malcontenti 
La grotta di Trofonio 
II burbero di 

buon cuore 

Ilfinto cieco 

Le nozze di Figaro 

II demogorgone 
Una cosa rara 

Gli equivoci 
Democrito corretto 

I Bertoldo 

L'arbore di Diana 

II talismano 

II pazzo perforza 
Ilpastorfido 
La cifra 
Cosi fan tutte 

Date 

26/i/1784 

Composer 

Giuseppe Barta 

23/viii/1784 Giovanni 
Paisiello 

25/x/1784 Giacomo Rust 
6/xii/1784 Antonio Salieri 
27/iv/1 785 Vincenzo Righini 

1/vi/1785 Stephen Storace 
12/x/1785 Antonio Salieri 

4/i/1786 Vicente Martin 

y Soler 
20/ii/1786 Giuseppe 

Gazzaniga 
1/v/1786 Wolfgang Ama- 

deus Mozart 
12/vii/1786 Vincenzo Righini 
17/xi/1786 Vicente Martin 

y Soler 
27/xii/1786 Stephen Storace 

24/i/1787 Karl Ditters von 
Dittersdorf 

22/vi/1787 Francesco 
Piticchio 

1/x/1787 Vicente Martin 

y Soler 
10/ix/1788 Antonio Salieri 
14/xi/1788 Joseph Weigl 
11/ii/1789 Antonio Salieri 

11/xii/1789 Antonio Salieri 
26/i/1790 Wolfgang Ama- 

deus Mozart 

Librettist 

Francesco Bussani 

Giambattista Casti 

Caterino Mazzola 
Lorenzo Da Ponte 

Nunziato Porta 
Gaetano Brunati 

Giambattista Casti 
Lorenzo Da Ponte 

Lorenzo Da Ponte 

Lorenzo Da Ponte 

Lorenzo Da Ponte 
Lorenzo Da Ponte 

Lorenzo Da Ponte 
Gaetano Brunati 

Lorenzo Da Ponte 

Lorenzo Da Ponte 

Lorenzo Da Ponte 
Caterino Mazzola 

Lorenzo Da Ponte 
Lorenzo Da Ponte 
Lorenzo Da Ponte 

Note: Nearly all of this information is drawn from Otto Michtner, Das alte Burgtheater 
als Opernbiihne: Von der Einfiihrung des deutschen Singspiels (1778) bis zum Tod Kaiser 
Leopolds II. (1792) (Vienna, 1970). See also Franz Hadamowsky, Die Wiener Hoftheater 
(Staatstheater) 1766-1966, vol. 1: 1766-1810 (Vienna, 1966); and Otto Erich Deutsch, 
"Das Repertoire der hofischen Oper, der Hof- und der Staatsoper. Chronologischer 
Teil." Osterreichische Musikzeitschrift XXIV (1969), 400-02. 
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